
SOCIAL JUSTICE
I n our rapidly changing world, too many communities are being left on the wrong side of the Digital Divide: 

the unequal access to the internet drawn down socioeconomic lines. With the internet becoming more and 
more central to daily life, disadvantaged communities are turning to mobile devices more than ever to provide 
them access to critical online services. Providing these communities with access to a robust, widespread wireless 
infrastructure network is a vital step toward reducing existing social inequality and closing the Digital Divide. 

Low-income households are far more likely to rely 
on cellular data connections for critical life functions, 
including personal health, online banking, applying for 
jobs and accessing government services.

The disparity in Internet access also creates a 
“homework gap,” where low-income students do not 
have equitable access to the Internet. Because online 
resources are increasingly being encouraged in the 
classroom, they need Internet access to complete 
schoolwork.

LOW-INCOME HOUSEHOLDS 
RELY ON MOBILE DATA



SOCIAL JUSTICE

GET INVOLVED
From first responders to small business startups, transportation providers to journalists, custodians to CEOs, the need 

for reliable wireless is everywhere and the risks of not deploying critical infrastructure to support that need are real. 
Imagine not being able to call 911 in an emergency, or a patient monitor not informing doctors if something goes wrong. 
Imagine your mobile business grinding to a halt due to poor connectivity. These are the stakes.  

Join Wireless Infrastructure Now to add your voice to the growing demand for data networks that meet the needs of 
our communities now and in the future.

Make your voice heard by signing up at  www.WirelessInfrastructureNow.org

WirelessInfrastructureNow.org     |    Contact@WirelessInfrastructureNow.org 
Sources for facts on this page can be found at WirelessInfrastructureNow.org/sources

Low-income households are twice as likely to 
have their only connection to the internet be through 
smartphone devices. When they have to choose 
between wired and mobile data, these households 
choose mobile data more often than not.

WHEN FACED WITH ONLY ONE OPTION FOR INTERNET 
CONNECTION, MOBILE DATA IS STRONGLY PREFERRED

80%
of recent job seekers say they used online information in their most recent search for a job,   
with a third of them saying that online access was the most important resource in their search.

DID YOU KNOW?

Paying for mobile data on top of a standard cell 
phone plan is cheaper than standalone broadband 
internet prices in most places in the U.S. 

GROWING SHARE OF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS 
ACCESS THE INTERNET WITH SMARTPHONES
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